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6

Abstract7

The rate of divorce among Christian couples in the 21st Century has reached an alarming8

proportion with attendant negative effects on the church and the society. Given this, much9

has been done to address the trend, but obviously success has been minimal. Also, researches10

abound on the subject matter in various fields of study. This paper discussed the incidence of11

divorce as a recurring problem among Christians in Nigeria, with reference to its social and12

ethical implications. It interrogated contemporary justification for divorce, as against biblical13

injunctions, and recommended ways of stemming its tide in order to have a church and society14

that are free from the clutch of broken homes resulting in juvenile delinquency and other15

social vices. Data were garnered through oral interviews with some clerics, married couples16

and identified divorcees. A content analysis of relevant academic materials was also done to17

complement the primary data.18

19

Index terms— divorce, christian marriages, nigeria, socioethical implications.20

1 I. Introduction21

arriage as an institution is crucial to human existence. It is a major avenue for man to partake in creative22
activities of God via procreation. The command ”be fruitful and multiply” (Genesis 1:28), can only be fulfilled23
in the context of marriage. Besides, marriage is a precursor to family formation ??Otite and Ogionwo 1979:78).24
Given this, every culture recognizes it importance in spite of relativism. Christians marriages are expected to be25
life contract, hence the phrase ”till death do us part”. In other words, on no account may divorce or separation26
be the option no matter the circumstances. However, the rate of divorce and separation among contemporary27
Christians is worrisome as marriages do crash over irreconcilable differences. The socio-ethical effects of divorce28
are obvious and solutions are apparently elusive in spite of several measures being taken by the church, marriage29
counselors and other concerned individuals or groups to minimise its recurrence. Also, the phenomenon is not30
alien to the academia; hence, several researches have been carried out in various fields of studies such as education,31
guidance and counseling, sociology, theology and ethics. The concern of this paper is a socio-ethical analysis of32
divorce as a major problem confronting the Christian church in the 21 st Nigeria with emphasis on conceptual33
clarification, reasons for the prevalence of divorce as in contradiction with biblical injunctions, its implications34
as well as recommendations. Official statistics released in 2016 by the National Bureau of Statistics suggest that35
divorce is exceedingly uncommon in Nigeria. Just 0.2% of men and 0.3% of women have legally untied the knot36
and wellunder1% of couples admits to being separated. Such counts exclude the vast majority of Nigerians whose37
marriage ceremonies are not governed by modern law. The figures stated above may theoretically suggest that38
the rate of divorce is low but in reality it is not this low (https://www.economist.com).39

2 II. Concept of Divorce40

There is no ambiguity in the general meaning of the word divorce, even though it means different things to41
different people. Thus are variants of its conception. The dictionary meaning of divorce is the termination of42
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7 VII. WRONG TEACHING ON MARRIAGE

marriage, separation or end of marriage. The termination is usually granted by a court of law. Hence, in a concise43
manner, divorce means legal dissolution of marriage ??Shields 2004:215; ??dudele 2006: 24), while separation as44
a form of divorce is a step towards resolving differences or termination of marriage. In other words, separation45
often results in resolution of conflict or dissolution depending on its outcome.46

A school of thought believes that divorce could be emotional in which case, husbands and wives are merely47
living together but there is no emotional attachment ??Harley 1986:9). Perhaps they are trying to avoid the48
social stigma physical divorce could impel. Where there is emotional divorce, there is a total breakdown in49
communication and couples avoid themselves as much as possible. In human communication system, the various50
stages of relationship disintegration are features of emotional divorce. These stages are: 1. Differentiating: At51
this stage, there is increased interpersonal distance. Difference becomes more apparent as the parties begin to52
want individualism.53

If this persists, it can signal the break-up of a relationship. 2. Circumscribing: There is less total54
communication.55

Topics of conversation are controlled to reduce conflict and tension. On the surface, everything appears to be56
smooth and normal but covertly, there is acrimony. The presence of others increases interaction and attention is57
given occasionally. At this stage, fewer and less intimate disclosures are made by the interactions. Consequently,58
the relationship can be said to lack energy, interest and the vibrancy needed.59

3 III. Causes of Divorce60

Divorce is not a new tread in the history of mankind. The fact that it was permitted in the Old Testament61
coupled with the New Testament teaching on it suggests that it is never a contemporary happening. It must also62
be noted that legal dissolution of marriage can be explained in terms of the violation of marital vows. There are63
many factors responsible for divorce among couples, these are discussed as follows.64

4 IV. Infidelity65

The issue of adultery is a common reason for divorce. In Christian marriage, the wife is expected to be faithful to66
her husband and vice versa. Where this is not the case, and the one who feels cheated does not forgive the offender,67
divorce is usually an option. In Africa, especially among the Yoruba of Southwest Nigeria, it is often said: A68
f’enil’ayao f”oju’rewo’ni-he who is having affairs with one’s wife is an enemy. Therefore, beyond forgiveness, the69
one whose spouse is unfaithful could choose the option of divorce if he or she feels insecure. Divorce permitted70
in the Old Testament can be seen in the event of adultery and any kind of immorality ??Kaiser Jr. 1991:200).In71
the New Testament. when Jesus was asked about his view on divorce, He responded that it was permitted as72
a result of the hardness of people’s hearts (Matthew 19:7-9).He went further to say that sexual immorality was73
the only reason for divorce and this was why Joseph the carpenter wanted to divorce Mary secretly, when she74
became pregnant (Matthew 1 [18][19][20][21][22]. Jesus’ position is given different interpretations by scholars and75
readers of the Bible.76

5 V. Incompatibility77

Incompatibility in marriage manifests in different ways such as education, social status, background or upbringing78
among other factors. Where spouses are incompatible, there will always be disagreement and complexes-inferiority79
and superiority. On education, there may be conflict if a Ph.D. holder is married to a school certificate holderand80
the latter fails to develop himself or herself while social status will also lead to disagreement. Also people from81
different social backgrounds who are married are prone to conflict that may lead to divorce. In the real sense, no82
two human beings are absolutely compatible but when the level of incompatibility is too high, one cannot but83
expect all sorts of disagreement.84

6 VI. Third Party Interference85

The arithmetic of marriage is unconventional because two human beings have become one and they are expected86
to act as such (Matthew 19:5-6).. A section of the marital vow says they will forsake others irrespective of87
previous affinity. However, this is not the case in many cases as in-laws (Abioye 2007:61), parents, friends even88
religious leaders interfere unduly in the affairs of other families, through which advices are offered and activities89
in the family are monitored. Marriage is like scientific experiments that require different formulae. In a situation90
when somebody thinks that what works in family A can work in family B, the end result may be catastrophic.91
Some parents want to know how their children are faring in all aspect of life. While this is not bad, to what92
extent can they interfere in the affairs of their children’s families?93

7 VII. Wrong Teaching on Marriage94

Prosperity messages are flourishing in contemporary Christianity. Proponents believe that suffering or discomfort95
of any kind is evil. A child of God cannot fall sick, neither can he or she lacks anything. This has been taken too96
far that some denominations have changed the marital vow from ”for better for worse ”to” for better for best”97
from for ’richer for poorer’ to ”from richer to richest”. There is nothing like in sickness or in health; the belief is98
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that there can be no sickness if they are children of God. Oyedepo and Oyedepo 1999: 53 unequivocally affirm99
this position as follows:100

Marriage provides you an opportunity for better living! I used to be scared by certain marriage vows I hear101
couples chant on their wedding day. They say such things as:”I so and so get into wedlock with you, for better for102
worse, in sickness and in health?” I saw the ignorance of the officiating priest and the intending couples as they103
chant the socalled marriage vows, because marriage is not designed to be ”for better for worse”, but ”for better104
for best” Wrong counseling is often given, which makes people expect what is not possible. Imagine a Pastor105
who claims to have been married for 30 years without any conflict. With this type of indoctrination, couples106
become too idealistically utopian and at any slight problem; they think they are married to the wrong persons.107
An interview respondent, Olasun kanmi Ajayi confirmed this as a reason for divorce. Things have gone worse108
these days that Pastors do encourage divorce when expectations are not met. Is it possible to have a marriage109
that is absolutely hitch free? VIII. Failure to Adhere to Biblical Teaching110

The Bible is clear on the fact that Christian marriage is a form of sacrifice. Thus, the two parties (man and111
woman) have mutual responsibilities to discharge. Logically, the question of superiority or inferiority does not112
arise as God did not create one sex better than the other. Therefore, as earlier noted, the two must forsake all113
others for the sake of each other (Eph.5:3; Gen. 2:24). They are to be faithful (I Cor. 7: 10-11) and must provide114
mutual sexual satisfaction (I Cor.7;3-5). As the head of the family, the Husband is duty bound to love his wife,115
(Eph. 5:25-33) honour her (I Peter 3:7) and provide responsible leadership (Eph. 5:23). The wife on her part116
must respect her husband and submit to him (Eph. 5; 22, 33), have desire for him (Gen 3:16) and live peacefully117
with him (Rom 7:12). Marital relationship is spiritual in nature as it is analogous to the relationship between118
Jesus and the church. Sadly, this teaching has been jettisoned; husbands no longer love their wives while wives119
no longer respect their husbands. Sacrifice has practically disappeared and families are now in disarray. When120
people think that the Bible is no longer relevant in family affairs, things will definitely fall apart.121

8 IX. Sickness, Disability or Medical Incompatibility122

Another reason for divorce is sickness of a spouse. In most cases, the sicknesses are discovered after marriage123
and some may not be patient or loving enough to know that the oath of in sickness and in health had been124
taken. The matter could be more appalling if it is discovered that the ailment had been there, but it was hidden125
from the partner. Disability may result from sickness or accident and many a marriage has collapsed due to this126
factor as noted by some of the interview respondents. Some may lead to legal dissolution but cases of separation127
or abandonment abound. In an interaction with some people on this subject, a young woman who knew she128
was HIV positive, but needed to submit screening result to her church before marriage colluded with her sister129
who was negative and used her result. The secret was reveled when the husband tested positive. Can this be130
understood in terms of ”in sickness or in health”?131

Medical incompatibility could lead to divorce if discovered after marriage. The incompatibility could be in132
form of genotype or other medical issues. In genotype, it is not safe for an AS to be married to an AS, they are133
not likely to be fortunate not to have SS among their children. Also, an SS must not marry an AS. For reason,134
known to some people, they can forge genotype result just because they want to get married to a particular135
person . A respondent who had this experience narrated his ordeal. According to him, the lady he married136
presented a result showing that she was an AA and since he is an AS he considered it very safe to marry her only137
to discover during child birth that she was actually an AS, The man believed that the result was forged and the138
marriage was eventually dissolved after years of litigation139

9 X. Bareness or Impotence140

It is widely believed that Christian marriage should serve three basic needs, namely companionship, guarding141
against lust and procreation. However, in African culture procreation is the main reason. Hence, Mbiti’s142
pronouncement that the chief purpose of marriage was to provide opportunity for the unborn members of the143
family to come. It follows that the person who ”fails to have children is the most miserable member of the144
society, since he will be regarded as ”cul-de-sac” of the family” ??Mbiti 1969: 160). Therefore, many African145
Christians hold tenaciously to this that they do not see any marriage that does not produce children as marriage146
??Haselbarth 1976: 78). It was discovered that some people who want to be sure that their partners are fertile147
ensure that the bride is pregnant before marriage and if pregnancy is not forthcoming, they would want to know148
who has fertility problem. Familusi 1998:86 describes this as circumstantial sexual ethics. According to him:149

Owing to reported cases of inability of women to get pregnant after wedding, parents have been insisting on150
ascertaining the fecundity of the wives to be before marriage. It follows that emphasis is no longer placed on151
virginity of the brides before marriage as they make sure that they are about five months pregnant before wedding152
takes place. The reason for this is that many ladies now indulge in sexual indiscipline and have aborted several153
pregnancies to the point that their fallopian tubes have been damaged. Therefore, whoever marriesVolume XIX154
Issue V Version I 25 ( A )155

any of these ladies run (sic) the risk of being childless and to most old people, procreation is the main reason156
for marriage. Many young men and women who are Christians have bowed down to this pressure from their157
parents and thereby compromise (sic) their faith. The society is in a crisis situation these days; ladies go into158
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13 XIV. ECONOMIC FACTOR/ CHANGING GENDER ROLE

marriage without womb as a result of series of abortion. While it was also reported by an anonymous respondent159
that a particular lady does not have opening, that by her nature, she cannot have sexual intercourse. Why did160
such people go into marriage in the first instance? It is not only bareness that people are apprehensive of; the161
potency of the man is also a source of concern. There have been cases of men who are impotent but lured women162
into marriage only to discover this on the day of the wedding. Ironically, ladies do fall victim because they are163
faithful to Christian teaching that forbids sex before marriage, hence it was not easy for them to know whether164
or not their future husbands were potent. An interview respondent, Idowu Benson told a story of Clergy man165
who suddenly began to preach sex before marriage because his younger sister unknowingly got married to an166
impotent man. A not cheering question is, do people who have this experience have moral right to go for divorce?167

10 XI. A Secret that is Covered and Later Exposed168

This has to do with faithfulness on the parties involved. Christianity teaches that whoever is in Christ is a new169
creature and old things have passed away ??2 Cor. 5:17).The implication of this is that a Christian who has170
confessed his or her sins is considered to be innocent. This is the reason some denominations preach and practice171
restitution. During courtship, intending couples may want to know the past activities of their spouses to be.172
This is a subject of debate because some are of the opinion that it is not every past experience that must be173
shared. For this reason, some may want to conceal certain sensitive things, which they think may affect their174
relationship. It is generally believed in Africa that secrets cannot be kept for life. Therefore, a dangerous or175
sensitive secret that is revealed could bring an end to a marriage. It is possible that some people had babies as176
teenagers but did not inform their spouses; they could refer to such children as nieces or nephews. There are177
also instances of people who belonged to secret societies when they were in schools and probably they in the178
course committed murder or engaged in other criminal activities. Any of these secrets is sensitive enough to lead179
divorce if kept during courtship. The argument of some people is that no secret must be kept and that whoever180
genuinely loves someone will overlook his or past experiences in as much as he or she no longer engages in them.181

11 XII. Domestic Violence182

Domestic violence is a threat to marital stability. It takes the form of battering, hitting, throwing of objects,183
torture, stabbing and use of acid and any other act that is a threat to life. It is on record that many men have184
turned their wives to punching bags, which has led to permanent disability and death. However, one must not185
fall into the error of hasting generalization by thinking that only women are victims of domestic violence. These186
days, men have also become vulnerable ??Muslim 2009: III). As men brutalize women, so women brutalize men.187
Our concern is not about who brutalizes who; it is to establish the fact that several cases of divorce in courts188
are premised on domestic violence ??Familusi 2010: 137). Many lives have been lost to violence in the home.189
This is the reason many people are no more rigid about the need to be married at all cost. Such people believe190
that staying alive single or divorced is better than to die untimely in marriage. A respondent told the story191
of a Pastor who keeps regretting that he caused the death of a female member of his church, who reported to192
him about her husband’s brutality but he encouraged her to persevere. Unfortunately, she lost her life in the193
process. There are many cases of deaths resulting from domestic violence. To have a balanced argument two of194
such cases will be cited in this work. a) On 24 June, 2011, one Akolade was reported to stab his wife, Titilayo,195
a banker to death in Isolo Area of Lagos (https://www.premiumtimesng.com/news). b) On 2 February, 2016.196
OyelowoOyediran was allegedly stabbed to death by his wife, Yewande Oyediran, a lawyer in Akobo area, Ibadan197
(http://www.nigerianmonitor.com).198

12 XIII. Erosion of Cultural Values199

In traditional African societies, marriage was not entered into without some cultural considerations. For this200
reason, it was an affair not only between the husband and his wife but also between their families (Otite and201
Ogionwo 1979:79). Everybody would be carried along and investigations would be made in respect of the202
suitability of the would be spouse; perhaps, there have been cases of serious diseases like epilepsy and insanity203
in his or her family or an involvement in any crime. On the wedding day, the wife would be handed over to an204
elderly fellow in the husband’ family, a strong relation would be built and it would be difficult for the wife or the205
husband to contemplate divorce no matter the justification for it ??Fadipe 2012:90). Sadly, things have changed206
owing to modernity and globalization ??Familusi 2012:178). Extended family members are no longer involved207
and in some cases, parents may not know who their children are getting married to until few weeks before the208
time. This makes it difficult if not impossible for them to have any input. Even if there are valid reasons to209
suggest that the spouse is not suitable, it would have been too late. Therefore, when problems arise and divorce210
is contemplated, the families concerned would not be able to salvage the situation. It is not even impossible that211
the marriage would have been dissolved without the knowledge of their family.212

13 XIV. Economic Factor/ Changing Gender Role213

Many homes are in disarray today, while many have been completely disintegrated because of economic problems.214
There are many men who cannot perform their roles as bread winners in the family. As a result, their wives215
become vulnerable to extent of engaging in adultery to meet financial demands (Familusi and Oke 2011:8no 6).216
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Through this many have packed out of their matrimonial homes as reported by Samuel Olaleye an interview217
respondent. Some women plausibly got married to their husbands because of financial inducement and when218
money is longer available like before, one could expect any eventuality. This is danger of wrong teaching about219
marriage. If the vow was taken based on ”for richer for richest”, it will not be difficult to quit in the time of220
economic crises.221

In contemporary time, there is drastic change in gender role because of economic reality. In traditional222
Africa, women were home keepers; the duty they used to carry out their duties responsibly. This accounted for223
appreciable level of family stability. Now that the roles are changing, professions that used to be exclusive preserve224
of men now have many women competing for slots ??Morakinyo 2009:66). They are in the academia, medicine225
engineering, armed forces, politics and paramilitary organisation. As good as this is for national development, it226
has negative implications for family stability. The reason is that they can no longer perform their roles as home227
keepers and builders. This has made both their husband and children to be at the mercy of housekeepers. Apart228
from the physical dangers that may arise from hiring house helps, several cases of broken homes are attributable229
to women abandoning their family responsibilities in pursuit of careers (Familusi and Oke 2015: 317).230

14 XV. Women Liberation Movements and Feminism231

Contemporary women especially the educated ones have seen the need for proper recognition as far as their status232
is concerned. They believe they must be liberated from the clutches of tradition that place them secondary to men233
thereby subjecting them to dehumanization and prejudice. This is what has brought about feminism and women234
liberation movements, which have led to dissolution of many marriages. Generally, the concern of feminism is a235
call for a new kind of knowledge for the human society, the creation of space and level playground for women236
to realize themselves. Liberal feminists are interested in equal rights for all sexes, equality and justice to women237
through legal and social reforms. They work within the political system to get better opportunities for women.238
They are also known as mainstream feminists. However, radical feminists believe that women’s oppression is239
a basic fact of every society and patriarchy is responsible for it. They examine the way human reproduction240
is controlled and socialized through such institutions as marriage, motherhood and compulsory heterosexuality.241
Precisely radical feminists seek to:242

Create a new social framework as feminist alternatives in every area of life: family, religion, healthcare,243
marriage, etc. To them, women’s relationship to men is politically problematic. They brought reproduction into244
political arena by questioning women’s reproductive role, that is, biological role and insist it must be by choice.245
They support lesbianism, abortion and the right to have children or not. Radical feminism is associated with246
militancy (Ukpokolo 2012:152)247

From the foregoing, one can decipher the impact of feminism on martial stability. Apart from the fact that248
unbridled feminism is a threat to the family, radical feminism does not believe in family formation in the first249
instance. Sadly, many African women are being guided by this philosophy, hence divorce has become a norm250
among couples, Christians inclusive.251

The factors discussed above are the circumstances that now ’do’ husbands and wives part in contradistinction252
to the original plan of God for marriage, which is permanence and stability; and can only be terminated by the253
death of the spouses. At this point, a socio-ethical analysis of divorce shall be done, which will guide in respect254
of solutions to be proffered.255

15 XVI. Social Implications of Divorce256

There are empirical evidences to prove that divorce impacts the society negatively. First, when a relationship257
beaks up, it leads to disunity among people and groups of people. A once friendly atmosphere becomes hostile.258
As marriages unite families and individuals, sodoes divorce bring about segregation and absence of cordiality.259
A Yoruba maxim saysa kii to kootu de, k’as’ore, that is, people cannot return from litigation and still remain260
friends. If enmity so to say impelled estranged couples to go to court for dissolution of their marriages, how can261
they and their families remain friends after the court process? As earlier discussed, the need to maintain unity262
was the reason the family was involved in marriage. Therefore, if there were problems that could lead to divorce,263
they would be addressed by the two families. Apart from division at general family level, the nuclear family also264
experiences division. The children are divided some may support the father while others support the mother and265
they may not be united for life.266

Upbringing of children is also affected as they are either with father or the mother depending on their ages at267
the time of divorce. Such children do have distorted upbringing ??Popoola 2014:67). For example, if a divorced268
woman remarries and she goes to her new husband’s house with the children she had for her former husband, will269
he accept them wholeheartedly? Many children do have unpalatable experiences arising from this, the female270
one could be sexually assaulted by their step fathers while the males could be maltreated. In an interaction with271
a student in a university who hardly travels no matter how long the break is, he confessed that his parents were272
divorced and there was no place he could go to. This experience may affect his performance. It has also been273
discovered that product of broken homes are prone to anti-social behaviour such as drug addiction, cultism in274
school, stealing, armed robbery, kidnapping, prostitution among other social vices. The reason is that parental275
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18 ( A )

responsibility is crucial to character formation and it is easier if parents are together ??Ojo 2006:57). How then276
can parents who are not together discharge their responsibly concerning child training?277

Divorce breeds mistrust and discourage those who have been affected by it from seeing marriage as something278
worthwhile. Experience has shown that products of broken homes are hardly enthusiastic about marriage because279
they donot want to experience what their parents experienced. A young girl brought up by a single mother may280
likely want to be free like her mother, while a young boy who shares the feeling of his father may think that281
entering into marriage is dangerous. It is no exaggeration that robust family system that was cherished in Africa282
has collapsed with attendant consequences.283

Divorce has psychological effects on both divorcees, their children and in some cases their parents. When a284
marriage is dissolved, can there be absolute happiness again? Victims may be emotionally disturbed that their285
productivity will decline at work. Some of them could try different means to cushion the effects. However,286
such may solve the problem. A case of suicide by a young child was reported on 4 January, 2019 as a result of287
unresolved marital crises. Although there is no mean knowing if someone is happy, one may wish to ask whether288
a divorcee will not live with psychological trauma for life ??Mattoo and Ashai 2012: 113). Ajayi 2016: 18-19289
lends credence to this in the assertion below:290

The trauma that follows divorce has made many victims to become insane thereby having permanent bed in291
psychiatric ward in the hospital. In order to cope with psychological trauma, it is common for divorcee to resolve292
to sexual immorality or drunkenness and drug abuse. There are many case of suicide that occurred as a means293
to escape from the reproach caused by divorce.294

Social effects of divorce are summarised by Kunhiyop 2008:255 as follows: ”Divorce is undesirable, psychologi-295
cally traumatic and socially disruptive. Divorce means disunity, the separation of two parties who were formerly296
united” while Oyedepo 2007: 40-41 likens it to marital amputation, that:297

Causes a lot of grief, pain, and wound that only God can heal. Even when a wound is healed, the scar remains,298
and in most cases, for life?When part of a man’s body is amputated, even when an artificial replacement is in299
place, the difference is still there.300

People who see such a man from afar off may not know that a part of his body has been amputated, but he301
that is concerned cannot claim ignorance. Legal dissolution of marriage is usually the last option after every302
means of resolution has been exhausted. Therefore, it is usually preached against because of the negative impacts.303
However, a school of thought opines that divorce is beneficial. Those who subscribe to this argue that that divorce304
would prevent marital conflict from snowballing into violence that may claim lives. Perhaps, one can reason with305
them and ask whether those who have died, become disabled or developed psychiatric problem as a result of306
marital crises would have had these experiences if they had approached the court before the matter got out of307
hand. None of the interview respondents preferred death or disability to divorce.308

16 XVII. Ethical Issues in Divorce309

The question of rightness or wrongness of divorce is insightful as there are many ethical issues arising from it. It310
needs to be stated that divorce is a violation of marital vow, which the two parties entered into in the presence311
of God and man (Dzurgba2007:100-103).Thus the violation could be understood to be unethical. The vow goes312
thus:313

17 a) Solemnization314

The Priest, receiving the woman from her father’s hand shall cause the man with his right hand to take the315
woman by her right hand and the bridegroom facing his bride shall say as follows:316

I, A before God and these witnesses take you B to be my lawful wedded wife, to have and to hold from Volume317
XIX Issue V Version I318

18 ( A )319

this day forward, for better for worse, for richer for poorer, in sickness and in health, to love and to cherish, until320
we are parted by death according to God’s Holy law. This is my solemn vow.321

b) The woman shall say I, A before God and these witnesses take you B to be my lawful wedded husband,322
to have and to hold from this day forward, for better for worse, for richer for poorer, in sickness and in health,323
to love and to cherish, until we are parted by death according to God’s Holy law. This is my solemn vow.324
Morality demands that husband and wife need to be found faithful to all the issues that emanate from the vow325
as pronounced on their day of marriage (Bolaji 2015:84).326

From the above, one can see commitment on the part of the man to the woman to an everlasting covenant.327
Therefore, divorce for whatever reason is a grave breach of covenant. The moral of this argument is that they328
must not divorce for any reason having said they would be together no matter the circumstances. Marriage vow329
is sealed with the pronouncement that ”Those whom God has joined together, let no man put asunder”. With330
this statement, Dzurgba 2007: 110 says divorce has been pronounced dead among married Christians, that is,331
there is no valid justification for it.332

However, those in support of divorce argue that each of the reasons, divorce is strong enough and that they in333
a way violate the vow taken. Many respondents (Christian clerics)were categorical that some marriages were no334
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valid because they were built on falsehood having claimed that there was no lawful impediment why they may335
not joined in Holy Matrimony. This they established in the pre-joining declaration:336

? The Priest says to the person to be married:337
A and B, I require and charge you both as you shall answer on the dreadful day of judgment, when the338

secrets of all hearts shall be disclosed, that if either of you knows any impediment, why you may not be lawfully339
joined together in Holy Matrimony, you do now confess it. For be you well assured that if any person are joined340
together otherwise than God’s word does allow, they are not united by the Lord, neither is their Matrimony341
lawful. (Emphasis mine)342

The man shall say I do truthfully declare that I know not of any reason why I, A may not be joined in Holy343
Matrimony to B344

The woman shall say I do truthfully declare that I know not of any reason why I, A may not be joined in Holy345
Matrimony to B According to them, claiming that there was no impediment where there were, has nullified the346
marriage, hence it must be dissolved. It is argued further that such a marriage is not a covenant but contract that347
can be terminated because there was a breach of it abinitio. Why would an impotent man lure an innocent lady348
into marriage and why would a lady who has no womb or opening deceive an unsuspecting man into marriage?349
Can such an experience been seen in light of ”for better for worse”? A Christian leader opined that many350
people are not actually ready to be committed to marriage neither do they want divorce. Such individuals would351
deliberately flout marital vow and would want to cow their partners with teaching that on no ground should352
dissolution be an option. He did not see any reason some marriages must be kept for life.353

19 c) Divorce is a threat to Christian integrity354

Because it is immoral, Christians who opt for divorce have rubbished Christian integrity given the shame that355
goes with it. It is serious these days that there are many divorces among Christian leaders and one wonders what356
they would preach to their followers in the matter of marriage and how they are going to advise couples who357
have challenges in their homes. It is imperative to say that whatever leads to divorce and whatever the outcome,358
is against Christian ethical values. If it is caused by adultery or it is as a result of dishonesty or falsehood, one359
expects Christians to be men and women of integrity360

20 d) Ethical dilemma361

The ethical dilemma divorce drives is much in that there are divergent views on biblical teaching. While some362
justify it on the grounds of Jesus’ pronouncement, some opine that he did not in any way approve of dissolution of363
marriage. Therefore, people are confused regarding which position to maintain. The dilemma is more pronounced364
when one considers the reasons people give in contemporary time, which negate the position of the Bible. Can365
present day reality change the standard of the Bible or can a man or a woman continue to endure marriage in366
the face of possible eventual death? The dilemma will continue as long as people exist and they continue to367
get married. In maintaining a stance on ethical matters, there are usually two major perspectives. These are368
the liberal and conservative ??Dzurgba 2007: 79-80). In this discourse, the conservative will not in any way369
support dissolution of marriage even when it is a logical option. This is the reason some people will not remarry370
if they are divorced or abandoned by their spouses. This is the position of the Deeper Life Bible Church led371
Pastor W.F. Kumuyi. A member of the church who was interviewed described divorce as evil. The liberal are372
not doctrinaire about ethical issues, thus they hold that for some serious reasons, marriages could be terminated373
and the termination could be in the interest of the actors as opined by three of the clerics interviewed. Some374
hold tenaciously to the teaching that marriage can only be terminated by death. Therefore, nothing justifies375
divorce. According to Kunhiyop 2008:252, those who belong to this school of thought are of the view that the376
word translated ”except for marital unfaithfulness” in Matthew 19:9 should actually be translated ”not even in377
the case of marital unfaithfulness”. Therefore, even when there has been a separation and there is no physical378
contact, the marriage is still intact. Another arguments is the translation of the Greek word Matthew uses379
(pornecia) as ’fornication’ (the sin of unmarried person) in older English version. Shield 2004:219 says that ”if380
that were to be the correct interpretation, Jesus would seem to be referring to sin that had occurred before381
marriage ?but which had come to light after marriage”. What does Matthew 19:9 actually mean? The different382
ways scholars interpret the Bible create more confusions than clarifications. As a counter reaction to ”till death do383
us part”, some theologians argue that metaphorically, marriages themselves do die, the death therefore dissolves384
the marriage covenant and the union. In other words, when there is no love, no sex and no intimacy of any kind385
in a marriage, it is considered to be dead and must be summarily dissolved.386

Another dilemma is the eligibility of divorced person to remarry even if divorce is permitted. It is argued387
that Jesus in Matthew 19:9 only permitted divorce but not remarriage ??Kunhiyop 2008:252). The statement,388
whoever marries divorced woman commits adultery is not explicit. Ifa divorced woman must not remarry, what389
about the man who divorces his wife? In this case, remarriage is taken as adulterous since the spouse is still390
alive. In some denominations, such people are not accorded rights and privileges of full members while there are391
many clerics in some other denominations that had broken marriages and remarried.392
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21 XVIII. Recommendations393

The prevalence of divorce among Christians as discussed in this piece is pathetic given the role the family plays394
in the society. It is therefore imperative to have the home that would be a prototype of the desired society.395

On this premise, the following recommendations are made.396
There is a need to count the cost before entering into marriage. If this is done, most of the factors that397

necessitate divorce wouldn’t have arisen. Concerning procreation, it is wrong for impotent men and women who398
have no womb to pretend that there is no problem. As God hates divorce, so he hates falsehood or dishonesty.399

Religious leaders must be careful in handling marital issues. Premarital counseling must not be handled400
with triviality. A major reason for recurring cases of divorce is superficial counseling that intending couples are401
given. Therefore, marriage counselors and clerics are admonished not be too idealistic by preaching what is not402
practicable. Also they must be careful in the type of advice they give, while interference in family affairs must be403
minimal. If married coupled are made to believe that Christian marriages can be devoid of challenges, home will404
continue to break. What does not exist in their homes must not be projected as model. God does not promise405
human beings hitch-free lives. Logically speaking, the contemporary phrases of ”for better for best and for richer406
for riches” adopted by some denominations in the name of positive confession and prosperity gospel are aberrant407
teaching. When problems arise, enabling grace to cope must be aimed at.408

In the event of sin by any of the parties, such must be acknowledged, confessed and forsaken while the offended409
party must be magnanimous enough to forgive. The magnitude of some sins may make forgiveness difficult, but410
it must not be seen as impracticable.411

For divorce to be minimised, courtship must be taken as a serious business. Experience has shown that many412
people trivialize it by failing to iron out knotty issues that could engender conflict in future. It is not time to be413
economical with the truth because as truth cannot be suppressed for life, so falsehood cannot be covered for life.414

Marital vow must be taken with all seriousness. Breaking marital vow is ungodly and God detests ungodliness.415
This is the reason the Priest always says before solemnization that marriage is ”not to be enterprised by any, not416
taken in hand, unadvisedly, lightly or wantonly to satisfy men’s carnal lusts and appetite like brute beasts that417
have no understanding, but reverently, advisedly, soberly and in the fear of God, duly considering the causes418
for which Matrimony was ordained” The insightfulness of this statement is clear. Therefore, barrenness is not a419
fault of the woman while impotence as a result of accident or sickness and other natural occurrences are no valid420
reasons for divorce. It is high time people understood what the phrase ”for better for worse” actually means.421

When divorce becomes inevitable, the church must not reject and condemn those who are involved. The422
issue of salvation and eternity goes beyond divorce. Instead of chasing them away from the church as those423
whose sins are unpardonable, they must be helped to recover from the psychological trauma divorce has caused424
them. This is important because no rational human being would want his or her marriage to be dissolved in the425
first instance. In most cases, divorce is the last resort based on circumstances beyond the control of divorcees426
(Haselbarth1976:78).427

Volume XIX Issue V Version I 30 ( A )428

22 XIX. Conclusion429

As established in this paper, the prevalence of divorce among Christians is worrisome with attendant social effects430
and ethical implications. The society cannot progress if the home is not stable. One expects the Christian home431
to serve as model to others. Sadly, this is not, as divorce has almost become fashionable. Minor issues that could432
be resolved without third party interference do lead to divorce these days. If we consider the reasons identified433
in this paper, it can be concluded that many Christians no longer attach sacredness to marriage. They are434
only concerned about the ceremony that is, wedding, which cannot last for more than few hours at the expense435
of the need to have an ideal home. While divorce may solve some problems, it will not fail to create some.436
Married people must know that there is no perfect marriage as conflicts, storms and crises are inevitable. Perfect437
marriage is an illusion and symbolic thinking; it exists only in imagination. The only marriage that is completely438
crisis-free is the one that is never contracted. Therefore, what does not exist cannot be found. With sacrifice and439
commitment on the part of husbands, wives, families, the church and society, marital stability and not necessarily440
crisis-free marriages can be attained.The counsel of Oyedepo 2007: 40, is germane: ”When there is a challenge441
in your home, divorce should not be the first option that comes to mind. Rather, it is important to first identify442
and analyze the challenge. Then, make proposal and choose a possible solution. This way, most problems can443
be solved”.444
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[Note: relationship. As name suggests, relationship is terminated, an example of which is dissolution of
marriage(Oyewo 2002: 63-64) In other words, emotional divorce is a precursor to legal divorce.]

Figure 1:
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